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We want to be sure you know that
SGMC
is active on Facebook and that if you want to
keep up with all that’s new and exciting be sure
to follow us there. Simply go to
www.facebook.com/solanco and click Like. We
post several times a week and you will see
everything that is new and exciting that comes
into the store and be reminded or products and
service that you may have forgotten.
And of course information is always also
available on our website at www.solanco.com.
If you talk to friends or family about us please
provide our website that will provide great
information for someone new to us. Thanks in
advance.

Two NEW Pencil Sets
Choose from either the Conté
Pastel Pencil Bright Hues Set of 6
or the Portrait Set of 6
The exceptional diameter of the
Conté à Paris pastel pencil (5 mm)
lead gives genuine freedom of
creation and has an
unrivaled feel. The pastel is
perfect pencil companion
to soft pastel because its
lead is slightly harder with
less pigment. It is
preferable to Conté soft
pastels and crayons when
details are required for
small and medium sized
formats. In contrast with
soft pastels, pastel pencil
should not be added in
successive layers of
colors, but used as pure
colors laid out in patchwork
fashion side by side (so as
not to dull the shades).
Be sure to check out all of
our pencil sets or buy single
pencils from our open stock display. If it’s Art
Materials that you need, SGMc Quarryville is the
place to go.

WaveLink Wireless Motion
Doorbell Alert Sensor
- For business and home
- Alerts when motion is
detected.
- Maximum of 500ft/ 150m
operating range
- Modern and contemporary
design gives flexibility to install
anywhere in your home, work,
retail store, or business
- 52 unique ringtones and 4 volume levels
- Built-in LED indicators create visual alert for
the hearing impaired
- Easy to install
- Each receiver can be paired with up to 10
transmitters. Each transmitter can be paired
with up to 10 receivers.
A great solution for any of your alert needs.

We’ve got our
travel mugs and
our reusable
shopping bags.
How about a
bamboo utensil set
to round out the
perfect toolkit for life
on the go? A handy
carabiner on the
back lets you clip
and carry a fork,
knife, spoon, and
chopsticks wherever
you may roam.
Perfect for a busy
lifestyle and our precious planet. And
the RePEaT utensil holders give plastic
bottles a second shot at a useful life –
and a chance to stay out of our
landfills. Made out of RPET (recycled
PET plastic), we
like to call it
“RePEaT”
because it lets
plastic
reincarnate
into something
kinder and
gentler.
Get a set for every
member of the family
and keep
them with you
to help keep Mulberry Avacado Indigo Cayenne Agave
Green
Blue
Purple
plastic out of
the environment and our bodies.
(See the article Are you Eating a Credit
Card Worth of Microplastic Every
Week on page 2.)

We’d like to introduce our latest
addition
to the Chicobag family, the Nomad. Just like all
Chicobags they self store in their own built-in
attached pouches for easy carrying. Both the
Smoke & Purple Nomad Tote are stylish, large
capacity shoulder bags perfect for
picnics, trips to the beach, or a
weekend getaway! The
gusseted bottom and side
piping give the bag a bit of
structure, but the
lightweight fabric
allows for the
entire bag to tuck
down into the inside
pocket for storage.
Nomad is the perfect
carry-on size for air
travel and also makes
a great baby bag. Be
sure to check out all the
great Chicobags.

Unfortunately, you did read that question
correctly. Ongoing research shows that very tiny
bits of plastic called microplastics seem to be
everywhere … secretly lurking in many sources
of your food, in drinking water, in the air you
breathe, and it’s even building up inside the
organs in your body.You may be surprised to
learn that another new study has found that
these microscopic bits of plastic have been
found in the body’s major organs, especially
those that help perform essential functions to
detoxify the body and process internal waste.
This surprising finding may be sending out a
mental shockwave to you. Some of the plastic’s
nasty chemicals, such as phthalates, are also
implicated in promoting a whole range of
negative health effects, from obesity to
autoimmune disease to infertility. Microplastic
particles could also potentially act as everpresent carcinogenic irritants.
Did you know that your liver is the largest organ
in your body? It’s responsible for over 500
different functions, including specialized
detoxification processes. Just a few of these vital
functions are: producing bile to break down and
digest fats, metabolizing fats, proteins and
carbohydrates, activating enzymes, storing
vitamins, minerals and glycogen, producing
cholesterol and special proteins to help carry fats
through the body, creating plasma proteins such
as albumin and clotting factors and much more.
This makes the liver an incredibly important
organ. Considering our nearly universal
exposure to microplastics as well as many other
environmental contaminants, it’s vitally important
for us to nutritionally support the liver EVERY
DAY to help clear harmful substances.
The liver can also be stressed by our own lifestyle choices such as the use of tobacco,
chemicals in beauty products, cleaning products,
building materials as well as poor dietary choices
including processed and fried foods. Other
chemicals that are hard for us to avoid are
pollution in the air and water, metabolites from
prescribed drugs, infectious agents such as
viruses and even the natural by-products of our
own metabolism.
How can you cleanse your liver effectively?
Check out these two recommendations!
To adequately perform its detox functions, the
liver requires large amounts of micronutrients,
including vitamins, minerals, enzymes and
antioxidants.
That’s why the first recommendation is to be
sure to include a full spectrum, organic, plantbased multi-vitamin/mineral supplement in your
daily nutritional regimen. This full range of plantbased nutrients support the liver to perform its
best.
And the second recommendation for the ultimate
liver support is organic turmeric. Taking an
organic turmeric product every day may work
wonders for your liver. Turmeric is well known to
support the liver in increasing the production of
necessary enzymes that help break down toxins
and detoxify the blood.
OK, it’s almost impossible to avoid plastic in your
life … but you can certainly reduce your
exposure to it (and intake) in several great ways.
Use glass containers to drink purified water, buy
and store food in glass or ceramic containers
and avoid buying food in plastic containers. We
all need to be aware of our use of plastic.

With just about everything being
powered from a USB port these
days it’s more important than
ever to be able to charge
things on the go. This 12V
charger does the trick. Look
at its features.
- Charge any USB device in
your car
- Two (2) Type A USB ports
- LED power indicator
- Charge USB devices such as iPhone, iPad,
Smartphone, Tablet, GPS & more
- Lead-free components (RoHS compliant)
Specifications: Input: 12 - 24V DC; Output: 5V
DC, 2.1A. Get one or more today so you are
ready to charge your devices.
This pocket screwdriver can be
lifesaver it’s a 4-in-1 Precision
Screwdriver that’s small enough
to store in your front pocket
Its two caps fit over the bits
for protection and has
these
features:
- Chrome vanadium bits
- Non slip molded grip
-Convenient pocket clip
- Phillips sizes: #0 and #1
- Slotted sizes: 5/32" and 1/8"
We carry quite a few option when
it comes to Sharpie Markers
including Sharpie Magnum. If you
are looking for an extra large
black marker this is the one.
It has water resistant ink that
dries quickly and marks on wet
and oily surfaces
Its over-sized tip provides extra
wide lines and the extra-large ink
supply is enough for big projects.

MYTH BUSTER

Is it true large scale work requires a lot of paint.
Not necessarily. A little paint can go a long way!
Whether you’re covering a large canvas or
creating a larger than life outdoor mural, you can
make the most out of your color
by using a fluid medium.
Fluid
Mediums
When you want to lower
the viscosity of your acrylic
paint or extend its volume, choose
a fluid medium. Rather than using
water to thin color down, these
dedicated formulas maintain your paint
structure so it dries normally, stays robust and
keeps its archival permanence. Select from six
professional fluid formulas in a choice of surface
sheens and specialized results. From glazing to
gloss boosting, adapt your paint to your practice,
while Slow-Dri Medium and Palette Wetting
Spray keep your acrylics workable for longer.
If you are looking for the best quality paints and
mediums for all your art projects there is none
better than Liquitex at SGMC Quarryville. WE
have been carrying Liquitex Soft Body and Hard
Body Acrylic Paints for more than 35 years.
Once you give Liquitex a try you won’t use
anything else.
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